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State officials campaign for Lewiston campus
by Cohn Strainge
Staff Writer
LEWISTON — Governor
Joseph E. Brennan pledged
total support for the university
presence in Lewiston-Auburn
Thursday.
with
Brennan,
along
Chancellor Patrick McCarthy
and Lewiston Mayor Alfred
Lord, urged voters in LewistqnAuburn to pass a $3.1 million
bond issue for the University
project.
The joint new conference was
held to "officially kick-off the
campaign for the university project." The $3.1 million would
be added to $2 million the
legislature set aside last year to
help cover the cost of

the
dail
vol. XCV no. XXIV

establishing the Lewiston campus. If the bond issue is not
passed, the $2 million will go to
the state general fund and the
university project will be
terminated.
"If the bond issue is passed
Nov. 6, there will be a moral
obligation on everyone involved to make this university
presence a reality," Brennan
said.
A firm commitment can't be
made beyond the $2 million
already available, he said.
"I can urge with all my power
to pass things like this but
nothing is ever certain," Brennan said of funding.
Chancellor McCarthy said,
"It's quite simple There is $2

million already available and $2
million proposed for each of the
two years of the nest biennium." The
voters of
Lewiston have to approve the
bond issue before the rest of the
process goes forward.
"For my part, I can assure
you that Maine state government will do everything in its
power to ensure the growth and
development of that campus in
the years to come," Brennan
said.
"The long term investment in
the Lewiston campus will
benefit the state at a price that
Maine can eked," McCarthy
said.
The peoject is designed not to
cost Lewiston more than the

$3.1 million at this time. At the
same time university officals
don't want to injure the rest of
the university campuses.
The $2 million operating cost
has already been added to the
base budget for the university
system, McCarthy said.
"For a one-time-only cost of
$3.1 million, Lewiston would
take its rightful and too-long
delayed position as a participating member in this state's
university system," the governor said. "I urge the voters of
Lewiston and Auburn to support the local bond isrue that
would lead to the construction
of a local campus."
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Acoustics,low student interest hamper concerts
sound to bounce in an efficient manner) tickets weren't selling so we were forced
to have it inside. It was just disappoinis being looked into.
The Fizz concert was intended to be ting!'
area
tailgating
Blaufuss said the activity fee is so low,
outside, where the student
students can only get what they pay for,
until that goes up, their hands are tied.
"The cost of the ooncert tickets are
consistently $3 to $5 less than other concerts, but the students still complain,"
he said.
Katrina Martin, a senior business
management major, said she . attends
most of the SEA concerts, including the
Arts Alive series. When asked about the
quality of rock 're roll concerts she said,
"Since the concerts aren't a sellout
is, Sanger said.
or old parachutes from the ceiling of the
there's plenty of space, but the sound is
"The work involved in that plan would less than adequate.
Alfond Arena or the Memorial Gym to
and
additional
$4,000,
cost
an
have
the
(allowing
produce a sound curtain
"The Arts Alive series provides a
cultural change to the rock concerts,
she said.
When the Performing Arts Center is
completed, I would like to see a variar of rock, jazz and classical music concerts
in there. I think SEA is doing a great job
with the Arts Alive series," she said.
David Rand, associate dean of student
activities'and organizations, said a big
challenge is to get the students exposed
to the cultural arts, whatever form they
might be in.
When asked if a variety of concerts
would be held in the Performing Arts
Center, including rock concerts, he said,
"I hope the Performing Arts Center isn't
an ivory tower. This facility will be based on certain events as opposed to
others,"
There is a limited gross income for the
concerts, Rand said. For instance, Ray
Charles would generate enough revenue,
but because of the revenue margin, The
Charlie Daniels' Band might not, he
said.
The seating capacity for the Performing Arts Center is about 1,750. The project is scheduled for completion January
1986.
Jeff Nichols, program coordinator for
the Arts Alive series, said the center will
probably be able to handle a larger variety of concerts than people would
imagine.
"The center's concert program may
surprise a lot of people," Nichols said.
The UMO fieldhouse, site of most SFA concerts, locks acoustkal clarity. (Muniwskl photo)

by Peter Gray
Staff Writer
Low student participation, a low activity fee and less than adequate :pace
and acoustical facilities hamper rock
concerts at UMO,said the special events
president of Student Entertainment and
Activities.
Wade Blaufuss said the organization
loses money on most of the concerts.
"We lost thousands of dollars on the
Grateful Dead concert. J. Geils was the
most successful one, and we only broke
even with that concert:' he said.
Jennifer Sanger, SEA's chairwoman
for special events, said, "The student
support just isn't there."
Besides lack of student support,
Sanger said the Alfond Arena and.the

Memorial Gymnasium were designed for
sound. However, SEA is currently looking into plans for improving the sound
system. The idea of suspending curtains

"The student support just isn't there."
— Jennifer Sanger, chairwoman
for SEA special events
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Speaker says 734 election
could be trend-setter
by Gina Ferazzi
Staff Writer
The 1984 presidential election could
be showing signs of a trendsetting
"realignment," a professor of government and American studies said.
Elspeth Davies Rostow spoke before
a group of about 90 Thursday in Neville
Hall op "The American Presidential
Election: Can We SILLTViVe Many More?"
She answered,"yes," and said this

EISPETH DAVIES ROSTOW
election would dictate political performances and may be a sign of changes in
political beliefs.
ROStOW said there have only been three
other realigning elections in history, in
1800, 1860 and 1932. In 1800, the
FederaVsts were replaced by the popular
beliefs of Thomas Jefferson and Andrew

Jackson. In 1860, the "curious and
fascinating" time of Abraham Lincoln
brought the Republican party alive. This
was the first time a third party, the
Republicans, came into power replacing
an older party. Rostow said the
Republicans owned the presidency from
1860-1932.
In 1932, the majority of Americans
switched from Republican to Democrat;
we are still in that period, ROSIONS said.
In speaking of Reagan, she said males
see greater leadership in him than
females do. Women are remaining more
loyal to the Democrat majority than the
men are. She said Reagan is a deviating
president; one who is going against the
trends. She asked,"Will he be the Lincoln of a new period?" The election sets the stage for problems: the never-ending campaign and
the primaries, she said.
The wall-to-wall campaigning is "better undertaken by someone who is
unemployed." Rostow -said. Mondale
formed his campaign in a methological
way-through money and organization.
He had the time for an exasperating
campaign The incumbent president
must campaign also, but Rostow said the
White House is becoming election
oriented instead of policy' oriented.

* Police Blotter *
by Patti B. Fink
Staff Writer
Alexander, 3-F
Brian
Stillwater Village, was issued a
summons at 12:45 a.m. Friday
for operating a motor vehicle
over the posted speed. Alexander was alleged to have gone
40 mph in a 20 mph zone on
Munson Road,
James Milan, 22 Sylvan

Drive, Brewer, was issued a
summons on Texas Avenue in
Bangor for operating a motor
vehicle over the posted speed
limit. Wednesday, Milan was
alleged to have gone 33 mph in
a 15 mph zone.
A Main Street resident
reported the theft of a temporary license plate from her
car which was parked in the Androscoggin Hall parking lot.

World court to determine
U.S., Canada sea boundary
"Part of Georges Bank is claimed by
both countries bectse the boundaries
overlap," said Wilson.

by Theresa Morrissey
Staff Writer
The World Court will pass down a
decision in a few weeks regarding
specific U.S./Canadian boundaries for
the Georges Bank region located between the Gulf of Maine and Nova
Scotia.
James Wilson, a UMO economics
professor, was one of the expert
witnesses at the World Court hearing.
The U.S. and Canada have a 200 mile
limit for fishing off the mainland.

A student bites a teacher.
The school psychologist goes berserk.
The substitute teacher is a certified lunatic.
And students graduate who can't read or write.

•In 1978 and 1979 a treaty regarding
boundaries Was negotiated between the
neighboring countries. Part of the treaty was rejected by the U.S. Senate.
Georges bank area remained in dispute
forcing the U.S. and Canada to go to the
World Court, said Wilson.
The state department looked for experts in the area which prompted the
conception of a large research project at
UMO which continued for two years
before the World Court hearing, said
Villson. Other New. England colleges
and universities including Princeton,
MIT, Yale, Harvard and Boston University participated in this research.
The World Court hearing, held this
past summer, covered international law
regulating boundaries, the biology of the
ocean and socioeconomic dependeice
on the ocean of the people living in
Maine and Nova Scotia.

It's Monday morning at JFK High.

"One important argument is whether
there are natural boundaries the
equivalence being mountains on
land)," said Wilson. "The U.S. argument is that Georges Bank is a single
ecosystem and that stocks differ from
north and south of the region. The importance of a natural boundary is that
if you have a single ecosystem managed
by two or more regulators, the regulating
agencies could operate differently and
ad up doing great damage," he said.
With migratory fish involved, one side
of the boundary could over fish when
the fish were in their region, Wilson said.
Ralph Townsend, a UMO economics
professor, participated in the research
regarding the possible economic impact
on the fishing industry. Information
gathered by reseatchers "was given to
lawyers of the state department for
use," said Townsend. The outcome of
the hearing is unpredictable he said.
"The court has made decisions both
ways on similar matters,"Townsend
said.
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Journalists say definition of news varies
by David J. Poulin
Staff Writer
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A panel of journalists held a discussion yesterday in the Memorial Union's
Sutton Lounge in the first of three
"Speak-up" programs scheduled for this
semester.
The panel including Don Carrigan
the news director of Channel 2 in
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Bangor, Paul Grosswiler, a professor of
'ournalism at UMO,and Mike Harman,
editor of the Maine Campus, discussed
he topic of what is news.
Carrigan opened the discussion say- ng that he reports "the news that is important to my viewers." He also said
that he uses available time as a factor in

determining how much his audience
needs to know.
Grosswiler said most people think
news is what appears in the newspapers.
"There is no monolithic definition of
news in the U.S. or anywhere in the
world," he said.
Harman said news is also colored by

*Greek*
Beat
If good company and ice
cream appeal to you, then
you're invited to meet the sisters
of Alpha Chi Omega on
Wednesday, October 10 at 7
p.m. in the basement of Salentine Hall.
Alpha Omicron Pi will be
having an ice cream social for
any girl interested in joining.
Come on down next Thesday,
Oct. 9 at 6:30 p.m. to the basement of Penobscot and meet
members. The sisters extend
their warmest greetings to the
new pledges and are looking
forward to the months ahead.
Delta Delta Delta congratulates sisters Lisa McElroy
and Jennifer Jordan for their
election to the Senior Council,
Phl Mu invites all interested
girls toil pre-football game parry in 1-K Stillwater Village.
Congratulations to Phi Mu's
Carolyn Kelley, winner of the
Tti-Delt scholarship.
Sig Ep announces an open
rash dinner Thursday at the
house. All interested freshmen
and sophomores are invited to
attend.
The FIJI mud bowl will be
held this weekend immediately
following the UMO and
Lafayette football game. FIJI
will take on the Delts and Alpha
Chi will play Delta Delta Delta.
Phi Gamma Delta will sponsor an Alcohol Awareness Program put on by the UMO police
department. The general public
is invited to attend and the
brothers would like to see a
good cross-section of fraternity members in attendance.
Delta Tau Delta sold Parents
Weekend t-shirts at the
organizational fair and raised
$40, which will go to the
Children's Center. The Delts
will hold a rush party Friday at
the house. On October 29, Delta
Thu Delta will hold a blood
drive.
Interested in becoming a SAE
little sister/ Then you are cordially invited to attend a
cookout behind the house(next
to the steam plant) this Saturday at 5 p.m.
Thu Epsilon Phi is holding a
bike-a-thon this Sunday and it's
not too late to register. Contact
Rick Kimball at 581-4156. TEP
will also have a rush party this
Thursday so come on down and
meet the boys.
UMFB announces that a pub
night will be held at the
Otonoka Thursday, Oct. 18.
will
The rock band Revolver
provide the entertainment. BudDelta
Gamma
dy Cote of Phi
National will speak in Hauck
Auditorium on Wednesday, Oct
24. at 7 p.m.

the judgment of the reporter and by the
needs of the area receiving the news.
Grosswiler quoted Sir James Thompson of Thompson Publishing saying,
"editorials are what you use to separate
the ads." The comment was made in
reference to the fact that most news
agencies are in the business to make
money.
Grosswiler also quoted James R. Wiggins, editor of the Ellsworth American,
saying "newspapers should never consider marketing the neirs, they should
give the readers what the journalists
think the reader needs to get."
One of the other topics discussed was
the reporting of exit polls.
"Predictive reporting is a contradiction in terms," said Grosswiler. "You
can't report something that has not happened yet."
Carrigan called it a "real problem"
• because it can easily influence people.
He said the dilemma is that reporters
have to decide between the responsibility of reporting the news and the responsibility of letting people in the western
part of the country decide how to vote
on their own.
The panel also discussed the lack of
happy stories contained in the media.
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Editorial

Comment
Theresa Morrissey

Parking reconsidered
Senate will once again
The UMO General Student
segregated parking at
be considering the issue of
meeting. Off-campus
UMO at its nett Tuesday night
be introducing a
Senator Edward A. Cutting will
the abolition of
for
resolution which will call
resolutiorawhich is
segregated parking at UMO, a
into actually
needed to pressure the administration
.
parking
abolishing the segregated
university aparSegregated parking is a sort of
treated like slaves.
theid where the students are
ies, are better
Everyone, even janitors and secretar
implies. In fact,
than the slaves, or so the segregation
slaves, of the
the
not
,
the students are the owners
it is time the aduniversity (the) pay for it), and
ministration realized it.
that the
The administration should also realize
years ago, most
student population is changing. 10
lots,
dorm
in
parked
and
campus
students lived on
weekend. Now more
using their cars only 'on the
s
student
UMO's
of
than half (nearly two-thirds)
Residential Life
have abandoned the decaying
as
as far away
system. Students commute from
number of nonJackman and Augusta. The
more likely to
much
are
who
s,
traditional student
from high school,
own cars than freshmen straight
s work in the
has also increased. And many student
drive from work
surrounding communities and must
to classes several times a day.
areas and
All of this traffic means more parking
the university is
desegregated parking is needed if
ditional students
to keep the off-campus and non-tra
it needs to survive.
reasons.
But these changes have come for several
the current
The most important is probably that
nient for
parking situation is expensive and inconve
n knowledge that
off-campus students. It is commo
the bad
with
pleased
the UMO admnistration is not
seniors and twoimage of having 80 peicent of its
, and the adthirds of all students living off campus
not inclined to
ministration is therefore deliberately
be responsive to off-campus needs.
ted parking
The administration also uses segrega
This has the efas a "perk" for faculty and staff.
from students by
fect of alienating faculty and staff
r to students.
making faculty and staff feel superio

subsitute for what
And this cheap "perk" is not a
wants, which is a
UMO's faculty really needs or
e. Proponents
sharp and well-deserved pay increas
segregated parkof the present parking system claim
This is totally
ing is part of the union contracts.
that parking will
false. The faculty contract states
more than six
cost
not
be made available and will
contracts state
dollars per year. The other unions'
than it costs
that parking shall cost them no more
faculty.
is quesEven the legality of the present system
8A gives
tionable. The university charter in section
e traffic,
the university police the power to regulat
fees. If
and gives them the power to collect waiver
a
created
ity
univers
the
that
d
the state had intende
e said
system of hierarchy, the legislature would'v
that.
they' have
As for the university police themselves,
the preand will openly state their aggravation with
Alan
Safety
&
Police
of
r
sent systems. Directo
conveReynolds said, "We just don't have enough
ent
conveni
more
nient, open parking. If we had
D) a lot."
parking it would help out (the UMOP
critical of the
Other officers have been harshly
system in off-the-record conversations.
on where the
But it is difficult to change a situati
goal of turuniversity is attaining its apparent prime
seems allmargin
profit
The
ning a fast buck.
l than stupowerful at UMO,certainly more powerfu
there are 5100
dent welfare, and a system where
ed) cars
register
(decals
parking spaces for 6,000
e shows up,
guarantees 900 tickets a day if everyon
fund
hard
a
900 tickets at two to 10 dollars a shot is
to resist.
't be hanNo one is suggesting that there shouldn
the present
dicapped parking and fire lanes. But
of anger
segregated system is generating a lot
s like Dean
without getting results. Campus official
present
the
d
oppose
long
Dwight Rideout have
Thomas
system and it is rumored that vice-president
to
system
the
Aceto expressed his misgivings about
private meeting
UMO president Arthur Johnson in a
of those fairseveral days ago. With the backing
GSS, and a
minded officials, a resolution from the
s might soon.
student
,
strong show of student opinion
parking
no longer have to endure the unfair
situation.

Michael P. Harman
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d a speech
Dr. Helen Caldicott delivere
in Yarmouth.
to high school students
nuclear war is
Her honest message that
parents
a pending possibility angered
unveiled an
She
s.
student
and frightened
confronted
existing fear which should be
- rather than hidden.
nuclear
"We've got to get rid of these
up:'
weapons or you aren't going to grow
Sept.
said Caldicott(Bangor Daily News,
that
ned
22). Protestors were concer
for the
Caldicott caused needless fear
young aud1ence
High school students are not ignorant
to the realities of nuclear holocaust. Last
year's airing of "The Day After" was
viewed by.' children of all ages. What happened at Hiroshima should be common
knowledge for these students. Dr.
Caldicott's message was harsh; she spoke
the truth.
The only way to deal with this fear is
to confront it for our own benefit and
for our children. To fear is "to expect
with misgiving," (Webster). As-citizens
of one of the world's most politically
powerful nations, we can voice our concerns and work to change the reasons
this fear mists.
A nuclear freeze would be the first
necessary step to open serious negotiations between the U.S. and the Soviet
Union. A freeze agreement is possible in
'84 because both countries have comparable defense capabilities. This may be
the only historical opportunity for freeze
negotiations. It would be highly unlikely that negotiations would take place if
one of the superpowers had a great lead
in the arms race.
We must work to stop the arms race
and
in order to confront nuclear fear
In
discuss the neglected issue of peace.
,
the midst of immense defense budgets
peace.
in
d
nothing has been investe
not
Taking action against nuclear fear
delivers
only takes the focus off doom, it
to
a personal statement of hope
ourselves and to our children.
not
The students in Yarmouth were
of
only confronted by a feat
the
hopelessness, they were awaken to
hiding
realization that there parents were
ts of
from this fear behind the comfor
denial. Although seniors in high school
are of age to go to war, it is nevertheless
natural for parents to shield their offspr-,
in
ing from fear and danger. However,
n
shielding ourselves and our childre
ng
admitti
from this reality', we are
powerlessness.
Fear can function as a catalyst for action or it can immobilize. The difference
is between victory and defeat. Victory requires hope and action. Defeat requires
niether. Dr. Caldicott understands this
hope. She has accepted a personal
challenge to confront nuclear fear and
work for change. I do not believe that
Caldicott seeks perverted pleasure in the
frightened eyes of our young. She lectures full-time on the dangers of nuclear
war in order to work beyond the misting
fear. It is only through facing this fear
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Jonathan Lindsay
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to the point where I support teacher arbitration,
salaries and negotiation..7
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education!'
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balance the university
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students:'
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tile floor. The Penguin turned
Merv's first guest would be
to leave the room and Hale
Allan Hale, the well known
made a wild lunge at the AnNATO supreme commander
seabird, breaking its
(arctic
s
and the skipper on Gilligan'
ankle with one swift moveopenband's
the
After
Island.
ment of his slashed and
ing number, a tasteful version
bleeding hand. The Penguin
of a Bob Dylan resurrection
a
fell face forward, away from
Garagiol
Joe
ballad with
the Skipper, whose calloused
scat-singing on the fadeout,
fingers met each other as they
Mery settled into his plush
tore the tendons loose from
swivel seat and went into a
the Penguin's leg. The veteran
commercial.
special guest villain groped for
All went smooth as Mery
his leg in mid-fall, leaving his
introduced Hale, who jumped
face to slam square on the corright into an exciting philner of a formica editing table,
osophfcal discussion of crew
etiquette on The Love Boat. - pushing a long ridge of nose
cartilage into the mid-skull
Mery was holding up perfectregion, firmly embedding it in
ly, nodding in agreement with
the centers of higher thought,
the
on
Hale's dramatic thesis
until it rested on the back plate
social implications of masof his skull.
querade parties on the Aloha
Mery wandered aimlessly
deck.
through the studio, throwing
The pseudo-Mery turned to
hgavy lead weights at the rows
Hale and thrusted a steak
of television monitors in the
knife deep into the ample
control room. Each consecmass of Hale's belly. Hale
utive screen sputtered and
turned to Merv, screaming low
his
sank
hissed as it cracked and imand
and animal-like,
ploded, throwing minute
fingernails into the cellophane
slivers of glass at an imaginary
eye sockets of Griffin, pulling
point-in the center of the anthe latex skin off of the anpicture tube.
nihilated
droid's face and exposing a
Meanwhile, Bill Cullen pullgrey mass of, silicon chips
to his dressclose
himself
ed
housed in a protective vinyl
ing room mirror and squeezcoating.
ed a lip zit until tears rolled
Since Mery had no nervous
down his cheeks and mixed
sensations, Hales attack did
with the instant-potato-like
little to prevent him from
mass of pus that oozed from
pushing Hale through the
the bleeding, ruptured pore,
panelled window of the conAs he ecstatically watched the
trol room. The thick plate
clear-yellowish runoff of the
glass broke in irregular, oblong
blemish, a gray mass
deceased
hed
sandwic
chunks which
of semiconductors and diodes
themselves between Hale's
face through
Cullen's
pushed
wriggling torso and the hard

GIGANTIC

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS SALE
15t

5

ttes
Must move 30,000 record albums & casse
valued at
a quarter of a million dollars.

the mirror and threw him
across the room.
Mery stood over him, brandishing an electric soldering
gun. Mery laughed and Cullen
froze in disbelief as Mery put
the gun into the corner of his
eye and pulled the trigger. A
silent ribbon of acrid purple
smoke rose from Merv's
eyeball as he quickly repaired
the damage from Hale's
desperate attack. As he regained his sight, Mery propped up
the bleeding Cullen and -picked up a bottle of rubbing
alcohol from the debsis scattered on the floor. Cullen
caught a glimpse of his own
swollen, discolored face in a
broken shard of mirror.
Through an adjacent piece he
saw Griffin tipping the
alcohol bottle over the deepest
gash in Cullen's face. Cullen
winced at the stream of cold,
liquid pain and turned to his
plastic creation.
"Are you gay?"
Merv' turned to his mentor
and said,"No, but sometimes
I want to be a famous novelist
'like Jack Keroinic and become
an alcoholic in my mid-thirties
and die in my mid-forties,
grossly overweight and forgotten, hunched over a toilet bowl
vomiting blood."
Cullen caressed the moaning android's central processor
and whispered in his ear, "One
life at a time, my son, that's all
we're built to handle."
They both slept quietly as
the blood hardened on the
floor.
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Response
Listen to Dad
To the editor:

by Berke Breathed
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In response to Michael Harman's
thoughts on "Reside'
Mike-1 think you'd have done a lot
better if you'd have listened to your
father's advice—and hadn't said
anything at all.
It's really too bad that you do feel so
poorly about all of the services and progams and support that Residential Life
provides for people here. So I think that
it's a fine idea for you to live off campus. But I also think that it is just fine
living on campus too.
Thanks for your wonderful insight,
and oh—have fun this winter in your
cold Ford.
Kathy Rand
113 Oxford

Send letters and commentaries

Thank you
To the editor:

to 7A Lord Hall

The Student Activities Office would
like to take this opportunity to thank all
of the organizations who participated in
making this year's Organizational Fair
bigger and better than ever.
Fascism: an autocratic system of , With the weatherman cooperating,
government headed by an absolute dic- and with close to 10,000(whew!) people
tator and characterized by strict social on the Mall throughout the morning, the
and economic regimentation, aggressive fair was a huge success.
nationalistic policies often accompanied
There are so many people and
by racism, and forcible repression of all
organizations to thank that we can't
criticism or opposition.
possibly name them all right here, but
WARNING: ALL OF THESE everyone who helped out in any way
PRACTICES LEAD TO SOCIAL deserves lots of "pats on the back."
UNREST AND WAR. TRACES OF
Thanks again.
THEM CAN BE FOUND IN OUR
COUNTRY TODAY.
/
William LUC,
Peter Nielson
Student Activities
Orono

More ii,ords for thought and consideration
To the editor:

In response to Mr. Macklin's article in
yesterday's Campus, I would like to submit the following words and their
Webster definitions for students to add
to their vocabulary:
Reactionary: a person opposed to progress or change in politics or society
Theocracy: Government of a state
claimed to be by the immediate direction

of God or another (icily; government by
priests or by an ecclesiastical institution
claiming to be divinely directed; a state
thus governed
Xenophobia: Hatred, distrust, or contempt of foreigners, especially as
reflected in foreign policy or political
opinion; psychol—a morbid or abnormal fear of unfamiliar persons
Nationalism: devotion to the interests
on one's own nation, desire for national
advancement

Commentary

Consider motivation for a genocide treaty
has been for more than three decades—a dead letter. Thus, ratification would be yet another instance
of the bad habit of striking Poses and considering
them policies.
You say large deficits are bad things? Outlaw
them. Amend the Constitution—verbily, call a constitutional convention. You say genocide is a bad
thing? Ban it. Take the genocidal to court.
The New York Timek says, "Ratification would
reaffirm and strengthen the world's capacity to act
favor it.
against niass murder." Oh? Something like
President
The United Nations adopted it in 1948.
genocide is being committed against religious
Foreign
Senate
the
but
n,
ratificatio
favored
Truman
minorities in Iran and elsewhere, and ethnic groups
the floor.
Relations Committee would not send it to
in Uganda and elsewhere. Would ratification make
Senate,
the
to
it
send
to
Nixon was the nog President
a particle of difference to U.S. policy—
e knots.
where Ervin tied the process in wholesom
and if so, how, or why?
prevent and
The treaty commits signatories to
The Los Angeles Times says that ratification will
genocide, which
punish individuals responsible for
put the United States "firmly on record in behalf
acts
following
the
of
any
g
committin
as
it defines
ot the rule of the law." Wrong. Ratification will
group:
againstA national, ethnic, racial or religious
not disguise the fact that no one thinks of it other
bodisevere
causing
killing members of the group;
than as a gesture. How is the rule of law enhanced
conditions
inflicting
members;
to
ly or mental harm
by an unenforceable tissue of miscast definitions—
physical destnicdesigned to bring about the group's
by a document that disregards the fact that intertaking
births;
preventing
tion in whole or in part;
national law, such as Ills, is an intramural code for
group.
the
children away from
the like-minded, useful among nations that share
this language
"In part?" "Mental harm?" Under
common values but not germane to dealing with
any act of war can qualify as genocide.
totalitarian or other gangster regimes?
to the treaThe traditional conservative objection
The Washington Post says the treaty "allows the
y. giving
sovereignt
U.S.
s
jeopardize
it
that
ty is
United States to make a clear moral statement."
ng, in their
foreign powers a pretext for stigmatizi
acts of dubious morality do not me moral
But
U.S. racial or
courts or international tribunals,
statements. Presenting this treaty as even relevant
graver objection
a
But
genocidal.
as
policies
foreign
lathe ongoing tragedy of genocide is an evasion of
to be prois that the treaty, far from being likely manifestly
moral choice. Ratification deepens the moral selfit
what
remain
will
miscuously invoked,

Although Ronald Reagan has suddenly become
n of the
the seventh President to endorse ratificatio
senator
U.N. treaty against genocide, a conservative
where
up
taking
from North Carolina—Jesse Helms,
the
in
off
left
Carolina
Sam Ervin of North
1970s—has put sand in the gears of the process.
opposHow, you ask, can anyone oppose a treaty
reading it.
ing genocide? Easily, if you start by
not
Perhaps Eisenhower did; in any case, he did

satisfaction of the safe, while doing nothing for
those in jeopardy.
The treaty had been ratified by nearly 90 nations
in the mid-Seventies when genocide consumed Cambodia. The treaty was irrelevant. The way to have
prevented genocide in Cambodia was to have won
the war in Indochina.
Under the language of the treaty the Soviet regime
is today, and has been for 67 years, guilty regarding
its treatment of various national, ethnic and
religious groups. If the treaty is ratified, would the
United States promptly try to bring the Soviet
regime to the bar of justice? Of course not; it is Like
pulling teeth to get even this conservative government to issue congressionally mandated reports on
Soviet violations of arms-control agreements.
No, the treaty would be just another pretty patch
on the quilt of hypocrisy typified by the Helsinki
process, in which we solemnly discuss the rights of
trade unions and journalists in the Soviet bloc,
where there are ao trade unions or journalists.
Under the genocide treaty the United States would
solemnly commit iself to act against certain crimes;
then by not acting, the United States would, inferentially, acquit the Soviet regime of ihi:grime.
After 44 months(aallowing thoisaaty to gather
dust, the administmft), two mortfhl before arr!eleclion, has &At:0 it'off No doubt some big thiSer
is thinking about the Jewish vote. One can imagine
what survivors of the Holocaust think of a treaty
perfectly designed to restrain through its moral
authority any regime that believes in both genocide
and the rule of law.
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World/U.S.News
Former FBI agent

charges
Soviet spy to face conspiracy

SAN DIEGO (AP) — haw! I*
Cd Or ofagent Richard W. Miller. •10:11,
fering the Soviet Union a "very detailed" picture of U.S. intelligence activities for $50,000 in gold and 515,000
in cash, was ordered today to appear in
IDS Angeles to face conspiracy charges.
In a brief hearing before a U.S.
magistrate, the 20-year FBI veteran waived his right to an extradition hearing.
A preliminary hearing on the charges
is set in Los Angeles for Oct. is.
Federal Public Defender John Moot
indicated Miller, 47, would plead innocent. Miller said during the hearing that
he understood the charges.
Miller wa_s held without bail after his
arrest late Tbesday because "flight is a
U.S.
real strong risk," said Assistant
Attorney Ray Edwards.

to aid a
gather defense information offense
Meantime, the FBI said it had begun
government, an
foreign
the
if
determine
an investigation to
punishable by life in prison.
operations had been damaged by Miller,
ors —
His alleged co-conspirat
47, who allegedly 'developed a personal
34, and her
relationship with a female Soviet agent Swetlana Ogorodnikova,
also
estranged husband, Nikolay, 51 —
during the past few months.
separate hearing
"We have an extensive investigation were denied bail at a
in- Wednesday in Los Angeles, where they
under way to determine if some
vestigations may have been compro- were arrested,
mised," FBI spokesman Steve Grippi
Nikolay Ogorodnikov's attorney,
said in Los Angeles.
Deputy Public Defender Randy Sue
not
did
Miller
that
noted
But Grippi
Pollock. said Thursday in Los Angeles
have access to classified documents from she would not ask for an immediate bail
the
other intelligence agencies such as
reduction for her client.
CIA.
Asked if she thought bail was possiMiller, a resident of Valley Center,
a ble eventually for the Russian emigre, she
had' been
recently
most
appears to be more in.
counterintelligence agent, in the FBI's said. "His wife
volved than he is, so his chances for bail
Los Angeles office.
be better."
could
'Miller is charged with conspiring to reduction

Prosecutors said Miller told them
Ogorodnikova had claimed robe a majot in the Soviet intelligence agency, the
KGB.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Richard Kendell said bail should not be allowed
because the Ogorodnikovs are still Russian citizens and could be snatched from
the country by other Soviet agents.
In an affidavit released Wednesday,
the FBI said Miller plotted to sell
government secrets to the Soviet Union
for cash in what the FBI'said was the
first-ever espionage case against one of
its agents.
Miller wasfired Tuesday from his job
as special agent assigned to
counterintelligence in Los Angeles.

Presidential candidates prepare for debate
•

plan. The plan would raise
day's debate in Louisville. Reagan, also deficit cutting
HARRISBURG, Pa (AP) — While
income taxpayers and
in a top secret atmosphere, spent most taxes on upperPresident Reagan and Walter F. Mondale
average taxpayers.
of the day in mock debates with his staff. corporations, not
concentrated on preparing for their SunFerraro started the day at a toxic waste
Both candidates plan to devote much of
day debate, Geraldine Ferraro vowed
their time between now and Sunday to
dump in Hubert Heights, Ohio, near
Thursday ta be "a one-woman truth
debate preparation, leaving active camDayton.
squad" to correct "inaccurate" GOP
surrogates.
to
their
paigning
campaign ads that she said are "almost
After listening to people who lived
Vice President George Bush headed to
like brainwashing."
near the Powell Street Landfill and other
Memphis to pick up the endorsement of
"The problem that 1 have is that so
dumps, she accused the Reagan admany people are buying the inackuracies independent Mayor Dick Hackett.
ministration of "delaying and delaying
In Harrisburg. the New York conof this administration. acceptiVhem
deliberately" the clean-up of such sites.
gresswoman said she saw a Reagan
as true and then. I'm afraid, indicating
Ferraro decried the fact that only six
television commercial on Wednesday
support for President Reagan because of
"Superfund" sites, targeted under the
night in Dayton. Ohio, in which the '
the inaccuracies." the Democratic vice
billion-dollar program, have been cleanRepublican incumbent said Mondale's
presidential candidate said.
cd up, saying that "is absolutely
"What I'm here for is (to).•.maYbe be "tax plan will cost the average American
ridiculous."
family 51,800 a year."
a one-woman truth squad for the
Ferrari) refused to comment directly
"That just isn't so," she declared.
balance of this campaign."
despite
She said families with the average in- on Bush's income tax problems,
Mondale made a brief appeal Thursshe received on her famiday to Jewish voters in outside come of 522,000-523,000 a year will pay all the scrutiny
no increased taxes under Mondale's Iy's finances.
Washington before practicing for Sun_

aAmerican Heart
Association
'Aherne s
Largest
Wilson Si, Brewer

Mondale, however, did lash out, saying it was unfair that a wealthy person
like Bush paid only 13 percent of his adjusted income in taxes last year. Mondale
Said Bush symbolizes the imbalances
prompted by Reagan's tax cuts enacted
in 1981.
Bush said he paid 48.6 percent of his
adjusted gross income in taxes in 1981,
24.2 percent in 1982 and 118 percent in
1983. Mondale said he pad 40 percent
in 1981, 39 percent in 1982 and 32 percent last year.
Reacting to a new ABC NewsWashington poll due out Thursday
nightshowing Reagan 19 points ahead —
Ferraro said the gap is narrowing in
some states and that the presidential
debate Sunday will make a difference.

U.S. intelligence may have
Beirut bombists' identities

WERE FIGHTING RDiR YOUR LIFE

signicun
ST. JAMES
EPISCOPAL CHURCH

Beirut,
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S. in- *.ithe U.S. Marine barracks in
telligence believes it has identified the President Reagan declared that
perpetrators of the attack "must be dealt
terrorists behind the fatal Sept. 20 bomjustice," but the United States never
bing of the American embassy annex in
if..
launched a retaliatory strike.
east Beirut, but lacks precise informaSince then, the administration has
tion about their location and suspected
consistently refused to say publicly what,
ties to Iran, administration and congresif anything, it would do if a group
sional officials said Thursday.
A senior Reagan administration of'i behind an attack could be pinpointed,
plus ui & 00505,1
Octal, who insisted on anonymity, also --and spokesmen again refused to discuss
Case of 24 12 or cans
said the possibility of military retaliation ..such possibilities Thursday.
In April, Reagan signed a secret policy
against those responsible for the attack
1lax
plus
has been discussed at the White House, directive authorizing preemptive strikes
V
750 Tel
reprisal raids against terrorists, acand
has
met resistance from a number of
but
cording to administration officials. But
quarters, including the Pentagon's Joint
de00Srt 0
plus tax
12packS
the directive does not mean that a
Chiefs of Staff.
retaliatory strike must follow an attack.
The official raid U.S. intelligence is
of imported and domestic
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and
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different
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types
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behind the suicide bombing attack,
0,
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presidential nominee Walter
I,
although it still is "not 100 percent
!Fast. friendly service
E
g sure." The group, is described as one F. Mondale said that "if the perpetrators
•No long grocery lines to wart in
IP,
g of a number that use the name Jihad of this deed can be identified," he
I
IIP .
•Bottle returns accepted open to close
would back Reagan in "appropriate
Islami, or Islamic Holy War.
The official did not give the group's counter measures."
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Sports
Football team trying for first win vs.Lafayette
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The UMO football team will try to
"vin its first game of the season when it
plays Lafayette College Saturday at
Alumni Field.
Maine is 0-4 overall and 0-3 in the
Yankee Conference. The Leopards are
2-2. Last week the Bears lost to Boston
University 27-10, while Lafayette beat
Columbia University 23-14.
Last season Maine beat Lafayette
39-38. The Bears were behind 38-14 after
three quarters before coming back to win
on a Jack Leone 37-yard field goal.
Maine leads the series 7-2 and has won
the last two years in a row.
Maine head coach Ron Rogerson said
Maine will stick with the same game
plan as its used the first four weeks.
"Nothing really, we just got to get better at what we're doing," Rogerson
said. "We spend so much time being
behind and trying to catch up. It would
be great to get ahead and run the offense
we're good at
Rogerson said the Wing-T offense is
versatile, but the Bears' run a ball control offense. This is more suited to a
team with the lead and it's hard to come
from behind playing this way.
In Maine's four losses the opposition
has scored first every time and the Bears
have never had the lead at any point in
a game.

Bob Wilder, seen here against URI, will lead the Bears Saturdas against
Lafayette, (MeM•hon photo)
tion percentage (34.5 percent) is because
Bob Wilder will start at quarterback
he's had to throw the ball with Maine
for Maine for the second consecutive
behind. The opposing team knows he's
week. Wilder has completed 20 passes in
to pass in an attempt to get the
going
58 attempts' for 193 yards and one
Bears back in the game and they sit back
touchdown.
waiting for the pass.
One reason for VvIlder's low comple-

Cross country squads
travel to UNH Friday
By Chuck Morris
Staff Writer
The men's and women's cross country teams travel to the University of New
Hampshire Friday. .
The men (4-1) run against the
Wildcats and Colby College at 3:00 p.m.
The women harriers (6-0) compete with
only UNH 45 minutes later.
The women's undefeated record is on
the line because Coach Jim Ballinger
said his squad has never won in Durham.
Friday, however, could be a different
story, he said.
"Last year they put seven runners in
front of Ann (England), but this season
they've lost three of their top seven to
graduation and we've gained," Ballinger said.
Ann England is also an improved runner this fall. Ballinger said England,
along with Leslie Walls and Rose Prest,
should be in the lead pack of Friday's
race.
Prest also anticipates a close meet and
she said the Black Bears are ready.
"I think we have a good chance (to
win)," Prest said. "Our team is so different (from last year's squad). We have
gained so much and I think UNH will
have some problems if they think they're
gonna sweep us."
Helen Dawe the Bears number five
runner last week against the University
of Vermont, said UMO has extra incentive to beat UNH in Durham because
they have never won there before.
"I think we're gonna win, Dawe said.
"We're so strong."
Dawe, who is more of a middle
distance runner and holds the university indoor track record in the 600 meters,
credits her summer training for her success, this fall.
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"I put a lot of training in this summer," she said. "I wanted to be in the
top five."
Whatever the outcome is, Prest said
the meet is a turning point of the season.
She said the UNH meet is the "beginning of the end. The beginning of the
tougher meets on our schedule."
While Ballinger said the UNH men
are not as strong as they have been in the
past, Colby offers a tough battle with its
$
fine corp of varsity runners.
$
"What is going to decide the meet is $
of
whether or not we can take advantage
$
Colby's gap," Ballinger said. "We $
have to run sensibly, not go out real hard $
$
so we can finish strong."
Assistant coach Gerry Clapper said $
the Black Bears may have the advantage. :
"We might have an edge on them. We
:
have better depth," Clapper said.
Mike Leighton, the team's number .
four man last week against UVM,agreed 'It
with his coaches and said the meet will $
be a good indicator for the state cham- $
pionships later this month.
"Our chances are as good as Col- :11:
by's," Leighton said. "It will be a $
good preview of some of the tough com- $
petition we will be facing in the state $
Captain Glendon Rand said the meet
will be a "dog fight" and that "every year
it's an important indicator of what the
rest of the season will be like."
The men will be without the services
of Steve Dunlap who is out with a foot
injury, but they will be lead by Rand,
Leighton, Ken LeTourneau, Brian Warren, Roy Morris, Jon Rummler and Dan
Dearing.
Walls, England, Prest, Dame, Beth
Hesiam, Diane Wood and Theresa Lewis
will lead the women.

Captain Gary Hufnagle said Maine
didn't play with intensity in its home
opener loss to the University of Rhode
Island.
"1 think that could have been one problem when we took the field," Hutnagle said. "In no case will that be the
situation Saturday. We didn't put on one
of the performances we could have
(against URI)."
Lafayette is lead by junior quarterback
Dean Rivera. Rivera has completed 36
passes in 88 attempts for 362 yards. He
has thrown one touchdown and three
interceptions.
Leading receivers for the Leopards are
Frank Corbo with II receptions for 145
yards and Nick Kowgios with seven
passes caught for 50 yards.
Kowgios is also Lafayettes leading
runner having rushed for 304 yards in 72
attempts. Sharing time at the halfback
position is Ryan Priest who has 242
yards on 63 carries.
Against Columbia last Saturday
Kowgios and Priest ran for 204 yards on
54 carries with one touchdown.
Defensively the Leopards play a 5-2
(five linemen, two linebackers and four
defensive backs).
Leading tacklers are Frank Gaziano
with 34 tackles and 16 assisted tackles
and John Anderson with 26 tackles and
15 assists. Both play linebacker Defensive end Jim Brown leads the team with
two interceptions.

ALL-SPORTS PASSES
Permanent all-sports passes will
be given out in the lobby of the
Memorial Gym
from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
ctober 3-5 and October 8-12
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Friday
Blue-White hockey game set for
by Jerry Tourigny
Staff Writer
be
Hockey in October? You can't
sport. You
serious. Hockey is a winter
It just
know winter—snow, ice, cold.
can't be.
will
team
hockey
UMO
Well it is. The
game Frisplit up and play a Blue-White Alfond
the
at
day beginning at 7:30 p.m.
Arena.
began parIn past years the team
around the
ticipating in organized games
the change
end of November. But with
Hockey
of leagues from the ECAC to
East, so have the times changed.
New Head Coach Shawn Walsh will
get his last look at the players before
be
determining which 28-29 players will
on the final roster.
he
Walsh said their were !two things

of three 15The game will consist
the normal 20minute periods instead of
on will be 52 for
minute periods. Admissi
.
adults and SI for students
three offensive
Each team will have
. Ray
pairings
e
defensiv
lines and three
while Jean
Roy will be the Blue goalie
White
the
for
Lacoste will be in the net
Bill Corbo
team. Freshman netminder
squads.
both
for
play
will
to watch will
One of the key playerswho
missed virbe left wing Ron Hellen
year due to
tually the entire season last
seasons ago he
torn knee ligaments. Tsvo
last year was
was the team's MVP and
(three goals, four
off to his best start
•
games)
assists in less than three
injury.
when he sustained the
to
s
forward
A couple of freshmen
center Dave
keep your eye on are

be looking
and his coaching staff will
for.
some inat
"We're going to look
evaluadividual players and make some
ly, we want
tions,"Walsh said. "Second
so we
wise
system
at
to see where we're
ze before
know what areas to emphasi
ck."
Brunswi
our game against New
Walsh will post the final roster Satur9:30.pracday morning before the team's
for the
tice. There are 37 players vying
tonight's
in
play
will
which
of
spots, 33
Pete
game. Four players—Pete Smith,
Crowley,
Maher, Joe Jirele, and Mark
will not play due to injuries.
Walsh said that Maher will be on the
final roster and the other three players
will be given the chance to make the
team when they come back from their
injuries.
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Wensley and right wing Dewey Wahlin.
Wensley, who will be centering Hellen
and Ray Jacques for the White team,
notched 51 goals and added 66 assists in
50 games.
Wahlin, who is the only freshman
recruited by the Jack Semler/Gary
Wright era, was the top schoolboy scorer
in Minnekita last winter scoring 55 goals
with 36 assists. He will play right wing
on a line with Bruce Hegland and Mike
Hernon for the White team.
Following the game, there will be a
"Meet the Bears" session at the Wells
Commons where fans can meet and talk
with the players. There will also be an
auction of "A Night on the Bench" for
the Providence game on Oct. 20. The
highest bidder will sit on the bench and
go in the locker room between periods.

Tigers can
clinch Friday
DETROIT (AP)—As the only
member Of the 1967 Crooked Oak High
School baseball team still active in the
One, Milt Wilcox will bear an unusually
heavy burden Friday night.
Not only is Wilcox scheduled so pitch
for the Detroit Tigers in Game 3 of the
American League Championship Series
against the Kansas City Royals, but he
is expected to be the host for a hastily
organized—but guaranteed rowdy—
reunion of a bunch of his old Oklahoma
buddies.
"Bo Hager and all the boys will be
here," Wilcox said. "I just built a
brand new house in the suburbs and
they're all coming up to stay with
me... I haven't seen some of those
guys since we played high school ball
around Oklahoma City. It ought to be
a wild time."
- If Wilcox can beat the Royals, he and
his pals-won't be the only ones having
a wild time. Detroit natives have been
waiting since 1968 for another shot at the
World Series and they need only one
more victory to realize that dream.
The Tigers won the AL East Division
title with a 104-58 record, the best in
baseball this year. The Royals took the
AL West with an 84-78 mark. After
beating the Royals twice at Kansas City,
the Tigers-need only one victory in three
home games to clinch the pennant.
Game 3, which is scheduled'for 8:25
p.m. EDT, will match Wilcox against
Kansas City left-hander Charlie
Leibrandt, who was I-1 against Detroit
while compiling an 11-7 record this
season.
Wilcox, who was. I-1 against the
Royals, enjoyed the best season of his
long and checkered career in 1984, winning 17 games while losing only eight.
The secret was that Wilcox, who has had
a history o shoulder trouble, never corn,
pleted one of the 33 games he started.
"I hope I can go seven strong innings,
get a nice lead, and then turn it over to
• Willie Hernandez in the eighth."
Dan Petry had the same idea Wednesday night at Kansas City, but Hernandez
was suffering from a slight strep throat
and allowed the Royals to tie the score
3-3 in the eighth. The Tigers won the
game 5-3 in the 11th. with Aurelio Lopez
getting the victory over Royals' relief ace
Dan Quisenberry.
Because the extra:inning game ended so late, the Royals didn't arrive in
Detroit until the wee hours Thursday.
and Manager Dick Howser decided to
cancel a scheduled 2 p.m. workout at
Tiger stadium, prefering, instead, to let
•
his players get some rest.
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